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With oil prices dipping in the first half
of the year, we investigate what this
means for investments.
We also discuss how you can
ensure you and your loved ones are
protected should one of your children
suffer an illness. We show how Child
Protection allows you the breathing
space to be there for your family
when they need you most.
Piers Bolger, Head of Portfolio
Management - eQR Securities,
provides us with his regular Market
Update, looking at performance both
at home and globally.
Finally, we discuss the elusive worklife balance so many Australians
struggle to attain and arm you with
five tips to achieving it.
Until next time – happy reading.
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Market update
The outlook for the domestic economy is mixed, with its performance likely to be led by events
on global markets for the remainder of 2015.

Global overview
The word that best summarises financial
markets is volatile. Economic factors
and geopolitical events continue to drive
different views in markets, resulting in
marked performance swings across
asset classes.
There is a growing realisation that rising
inflation levels have the potential to impact
financial markets, which has led to a
sharp rise in global bond yields. As we
head into the second half of the year, the
biggest challenge is whether the multiyear bond rally has finally reached its end
game.
There are also concerns any moves
by the US Federal Reserve to increase
official cash rates will result in bond yields
moving even higher from current levels.
Additionally, equity markets may have
moved ahead of fundamentals, making
them prone to a correction.
Recent sell-offs in bond and equity
markets represent a recalibration across
global financial markets. But at this stage,
this does not create a prolonged bear
market.

It’s true the growth
outlook remains
mixed, with weaker
than expected
economic data across
a number of regions
in the first quarter of
the year.

But while the European Central Bank
(ECB) has been surprised by the extent
of the ‘bounce’ in the European economy
given it has only just begun its quantitative
easing program, we see little chance of
the ECB closing its program before its
stated end date of September 2016. This
provides tacit support for both bond and
equity markets.
Central banks in Japan and China and
other emerging markets will continue
to reduce cash rates to stimulate their
economies. In addition, commodity
prices are stabilising, although it will be
some time before prices reach levels seen
in 2014. These factors in combination
should help to support global markets.

Looking forward
Overall, we believe the domestic
economy will continue to moderate
further. The near term fortunes of the
economy will be linked to the global
macro outlook as much as to domestic
issues. Financial markets will continue
to take their lead from global peers,
most notably the US, and we have seen
our bond market move in line with US
Treasuries in recent periods.
Moreover, the slowdown across China,
along with lower commodity prices, and a
more benign corporate outlook have the
ability to be a drag on the domestic share
market for the remainder of the year.

At home
In Australia, the challenges facing the
economy show no signs of reduction.
With the need for structural reform
vital, along with global and regional
sensitivities, we do not see material
change in the domestic economic
landscape any time soon.
Property data continues to show positive
momentum with house prices in both
Sydney and Melbourne still exhibiting
growth. However, although the low
interest rate environment is supporting
higher house prices, we remain
concerned about the medium-term
outlook. This could impact the strength of
the housing market, particularly if there is
no broader improvement in the economy
and the jobless rate rises.
Furthermore, the performance of
corporate Australia remains subdued
and the earnings outlook for the banking
sector seems to have peaked. So it
may be some time before the economy
rebounds.
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Peace of mind when the unthinkable
happens to your family
When your child falls ill,
the least of your worries is
usually how you’re going to
survive financially. Indeed,
mostly children bounce back
quickly after an illness. But
when they experience a more
serious condition, the adverse
financial effects on the family
can be significant. But there is
a way to ensure you can keep
your head above water and at
the same time focus on your
child’s health.

As any parent knows, having a sick child
is a terrible experience, even if they just
have a fever. Having a seriously ill child
is even more harrowing. This can put
immense pressure on the family, in which
both parents typically work from the time
when children are very young.

According to the Australian Bureau of
Statistics, grandparents usually care for
around a fifth of children while mum and
dad go to work. Which means around 80
per cent of families need to rely on outside
support when it comes to childcare, of
either sick or healthy kids1.

So when a child is critically ill, generally
one parent will need to take substantial
time off work. Moreover, this situation is
terribly unsettling for every member of
the family, especially any siblings of the
sick child.

So many of us would be left in the
unenviable position of choosing between
going to work or being by our child’s
bedside, if one of our children had to go
into hospital for any length of time.

Facts of sick kids
How would you cope if, heaven forbid,
one of your children had to spend a
protracted period in hospital? Some
people have the luxury of being able
to rely on their extended family to step
in when such a situation occurs. But
research shows people in that situation
are in the minority.

1. http://www.abs.gov.au/ausstats/abs@.nsf/mf/4402.0
2. http://www.aipc.net.au/articles/trends-and-statistics-of-the-contemporary-family/
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Moreover, children fall ill more often than
you might think. Research shows 58 per
cent of families in which both parents
work with children younger than 12 had
sick children in the six months prior to
the survey being conducted2. Of these,
36 per cent of mothers took time away
from work to look after their sick children,
and 16 per cent of fathers had to take
time off work. When it comes to single
parent families, 46 per cent had to take
time off to care for their kids.

“...36 per cent of mothers took time
away from work to look after their sick
children, and 16 per cent of fathers had
to take time off work. ”

Head above water
These are sobering statistics. But a new
type of insurance has recently been
developed to protect families from the risk
one parent will need to stop working for
a period to care for their sick children. It’s
called child life insurance and if you have
children, it’s something that’s certainly
worth exploring.
Child life insurance generally provides a
lump sum if a child dies or is diagnosed
with a life-threatening illness. It will
provide a benefit if a child suffers from a
serious medical condition such as brain
damage, cancer, blindness or deafness
or paralysis. Every policy is different and
it’s worth speaking to your adviser to
ensure you get the right cover for your
needs. Some of the factors to consider
when you’re selecting a policy include the
parents’ income, your debt levels and the
assets you need to protect, as well as the
amount each parent works.

Focusing on what’s important
Let’s take a look at how child life insurance works in practice
in this hypothetical example.
Sam and Kate have three children under the age of 16: Luke, 15, Claire, 10
and Michael, 8. The family was devastated when Michael was diagnosed with
leukaemia.
Because Sam and Kate had added child life insurance onto their existing life
insurance policy, Kate was able take an extended leave of absence from her role
as a primary school teacher. This allowed her to spend time at Michael’s bedside
in hospital during his treatment, without it affecting the family’s ability to pay
the bills.
The lump sum pay out also meant the family could afford to pay for its regular
babysitter to come and sit with Luke and Claire when both Sam and Kate
needed to be at the hospital with Michael.
If you have children and want to ensure your family is protected in the event one
of them was to suffer an illness, please speak to your financial adviser.

Often, child life insurance is an add-on to
an adult’s life insurance policy, making
it a cost-effective option for ensuring
peace of mind in the event a child dies
or becomes seriously ill.
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Oil – the good, the bad and
the ugly
The price of oil may only be something you think about when you’re filling up at a petrol station
or when you book a flight and see fuel excises. But if you’ve been looking at oil prices recently,
you would have noticed they’ve been going down. So what does this mean for investments?
In this article, we explore the reasons for this fall in pricing and the outlook for oil markets.

Declining oil prices

2. OPEC

Oil prices have changed rapidly in the
past year. This has been a result of two
factors – global oil supply and demand,
and the Organisation of the Petroleum

•

Exporting Countries (OPEC).
•

Key points
•

Oil prices have declined over the past
year due to:
–– increased supply, while
demand remained static

•

–– OPEC allowing the market to
self-regulate supply.
•

Lower prices may benefit consumers
and countries that import oil, while
posing challenges to economies that
rely on oil exports.

1. Global oil supply and demand
•

•

Growth in oil demand has been
at a stable pace with growth and
projected growth at approximately
1.2% pa for 2004-2019.
In recent times, there has been a
dramatic increase in supply with shale
oil as the new source of oil. Much of
the increase in production has come
from the US. The increased supply
has meant an excess of oil and in turn,
prices have declined.
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OPEC has regulated oil over the
past 30 years by matching supply
to demand. This meant the level of
prices encouraged development of
new sources of oil.
Shale oil is cheaper to produce than
other sources of oil and as a result,
was still profitable even at much
lower prices. This meant OPEC had
less power to regulate the market by
restricting or increasing production.
OPEC is now allowing the market to
self-regulate through lower prices,
and the current levels are now not
profitable for the majority of US shale
oil producers.

What do lower oil prices
mean?
Lower oil prices are particularly helpful to
consumers but can also be positive for
some countries.
•

Cheaper oil prices flow on to cheaper
energy prices both for homes and for
food production, as well as cheaper
petrol prices, leaving consumers
with a higher disposable income,
particularly beneficial to those
in countries with lower average
incomes.

•

Countries that import oil can now
acquire the same volumes more
cheaply which assists with growth.
Europe and Japan fall into this
category which will assist with their
economic recovery.

In contrast, countries that rely on oil and
gas exports will face economic pressure
due to the lower prices.
•

Some of the most dependent
countries include those in less stable
global regions like Nigeria, Libya,
Russia and Iran.

•

Increased economic pressure may
also heighten existing tensions in
these regions.

The outlook for oil prices
The new low threshold for oil prices is
around US$65 per barrel, compared
to around US$80 per barrel up until
November 2014. If prices drop below this
level, it would discourage new shale oil
development, and production has already
decreased with US rig counts dropping
by approximately 20% since mid-2014.
Lower supplies will help drive the market
to correct to higher oil prices. Prices
closer to US$80-US$100 per barrel
over the next 5-10 years is required to
ensure current oil consumption is being
replaced by new discoveries. So perhaps
we should enjoy our cheaper petrol while
we can.

Striving for balance with
work and life
Work-life balance for four out of every ten working Australians is actually getting worse, according
to a report by The Australian Institute Think Tank in November of last year. The study also found
Australians are donating $110 billion in free labour each year by giving extra time to work without
being paid. This means the average full-time worker is doing six hours of unpaid overtime each
week – worth an estimated $9,471 a year.
Why?
The reason for the increasing work-life
imbalance, is work insecurity and
pressure from bosses, says Director of
Research David Baker. Fear about job
security is described as widespread.
“For many Australian workers rocking the
boat appears to be a genuine concern,”
Mr Baker says. “If seeking better balance
is perceived to be a threat to career
prospects people are unlikely to freely
raise the issue with their boss.”
On top of that, technology means we are
constantly available, so it can be difficult
to switch off. So is the elusive work-life
balance possible?

Work-life balance – what is it
actually?
Firstly, it helps to actually define what
work-life balance is. It’s an often talkedabout concept but in reality how that
looks is very personal.
Jim Bird who works at WorkLifeBalance.
com, a company that offers high
performance, enterprise-wide work-life
balance solutions and time management
programs, says that what it’s not, is trying
to schedule equal hours between your
work and personal life.

There’s no perfect, one-size fits all
solution but rather, that the best individual
life work balance will vary over time and
often on a daily basis, Mr Bird says.

5 tips to achieving
greater balance

Why it’s important

1. Make time every day for things

It is common knowledge that overwork
over time equals burn out, ill health, lack
of productivity and motivation. Balance
brings out the best of us in both our work
and personal lives. It’s essentially about
having a balance of achievement and
enjoyment.
“Achievement and enjoyment are the
front and back of the coin of value in life.
You can’t have one without the other.
Trying to live a one sided life is why so
many ‘successful’ people are not happy,
or not nearly as happy as they should be,”
Mr Bird says.

that make you feel good, like
exercise.

2. Limit time wasting activities and
people.

3. Unplug from technology for set
periods of the day.

4. Be prepared to change and
let some things go to create
space.

5. Take small steps – balance
takes time to get right.

“You cannot get the full value from
life without both achievement and
enjoyment. Focusing on achievement
and enjoyment every day in life helps you
avoid the ‘As Soon As Trap’, the life dulling
habit of planning on getting around to the
joys of life and accomplishment ‘as soon
as….’”
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Disclaimer
This publication has been compiled by Securitor Financial Group Limited ABN 48 009 189 495, AFSL and Australian Credit Licence 240687 and is current as at time of preparation,
June 2015. Past performance is not a reliable indicator of future performance. Any outlooks in this publication are predictive in character. Whilst every effort has been taken to ensure that the
assumptions on which the outlooks given in this publication are based are reasonable, the outlooks may be based on incorrect assumptions or may not take into account known or unknown
risks and uncertainties. The results ultimately achieved may differ materially from our outlooks. Material contained in this publication is an overview or summary only and it should not be
considered a comprehensive statement on any matter nor relied upon as such. The information and any advice in this publication do not take into account your personal objectives, financial
situation or needs and so you should consider its appropriateness having regard to these factors before acting on it. This publication may contain material provided directly by third parties
and is given in good faith and has been derived from sources believed to be reliable but has not been independently verified. To the maximum extent permitted by law: no guarantee,
representation or warranty is given that any information or advice in this publication is complete, accurate, up-to-date or fit for any purpose. It is important that your personal circumstances
are taken into account before making any financial decision and we recommend you seek detailed and specific advice from a suitably qualified adviser before acting on any information or
advice in this publication. Any taxation position described in this publication is general and should only be used as a guide. It does not constitute tax advice and is based on current laws and
our interpretation. The tax position described is a general statement and is for guidance only. It has not been prepared by a registered tax agent. It does not constitute tax advice and is
based on current tax laws and our interpretation. Your individual situation may differ and you should seek independent professional tax advice. SECCB13814CCC-0515cw

